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Save $319.97, Half off the list price of all the frequencies when you purchase them as a kit. ALTERED

STATES KIT PRIMER (NOTE, these are files that you MUST download from this site directly to your

computer ONLY, this version is NOT shipped on CD to you, if you want the CD version instead, then you

must order the CD version, the price for this is $169.97. The reason for the higher price for the CD

version is that I am not currently set up for mass CD production and each CD must be individually

burned) If you want the CD version go to tradebit.com/filedetail.php/3178275-Music-Inspirational Now you

too can access many of the files so popular with our members (now somewhere over 800 people). Many

of these have been used and users have reported great effects and success over the last year and a half.

You can read about their astounding results by simply reading for yourself their reports found on;

health.groups.yahoo.com/group/thesoundofstars/messages This link allows you to enter any keyword in

the search field and browse all the stories from users. Simply enter a keyword, such as the name of any

given frequency and read what they are saying. You can also browse the testimonial pages found at

thesoundofstars.com This collection contains the following products: BRAIN BOOSTER Piracetam

Combo.mp3 HYPERSPACE EVOLVER.mp3 IBOGAINE EMULATION.mp3 INDUCE DREAM

TELEPORTATION.mp3 LITHIUM EMULATION.mp3 LSD 2.mp3 LSD 3.mp3 LSD 4.mp3 LSD 5.mp3 LSD

EMULATION.mp3 MAGIC MUSHROOM FIZZY BODY HIGH.mp3 MAGIC MUSHROOM FOCUSED

ALTERED STATE.mp3 MAGIC MUSHROOM HAPPY LAUGHS.mp3 MAGIC MUSHROOM INNER TRIP

OUT.mp3 MAGIC MUSHROOM INTENSE TRIPPING.mp3 MAGIC MUSHROOM MELLOW BLISS

OUT.mp3 MAGIC MUSHROOM SLOW FLOATING.mp3 NEUROTELEPORTAL 1 D.mp3

NEUROTELEPORTAL 2 D.mp3 NTH DEGREE D 1.mp3 PSYCHO KINETIC ORGASMATRON D 1.mp3

PSYCHO KINETIC ORGASMATRON D 2.mp3 SPACE WARP YEAH REALLY IT WARPS BABY.mp3

TELEPATHYZER MEDIUM D.mp3
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